To develop alternative paradigms of electronics beyond the performance and application domains of silicon technology requires the exploration of fundamentally new physical mechanisms. The valley degree of freedom inherent to hexagonal two-dimensional materials offers a new route to this pursuit. In this work, quantum valley Hall kink states with ballistic conductance of 4e 2 /h are realized in bilayer graphene. We demonstrate valley-controlled current transmission in a four-kink router device. The operations of a waveguide, a valve and a tunable electron beam splitter are achieved. The on/off ratio of the valley valve is 800%. The partition ratio of the electron beam splitter is continuously tunable from 0 to 1, with quantized fractional ratios at ¼, ½ and ¾ observed in a strong magnetic field. An Smatrix model and Landauer-Büttiker transport formulism provide excellent description of data. The demonstrated operations pave the path to a dissipationless quantum transportation network based on kink states in bilayer graphene.
Overcoming the limit of the Moore's law necessitates the exploration of new paradigms of electronics using alternative state variables other than charge, and new material platforms beyond traditional semiconductors. The advent of two-dimensional layered materials such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides has inspired the concept of a new type of devices, the operation of which exploits the valley degrees of freedom in materials with hexagonal symmetry (1) (2) (3) (4) . Experiments have shown that a net valley polarization can be created by current (5-7) or optical excitation (8) . However the realization of valleytronic devices remains challenging. In bilayer graphene, a perpendicular electric field applied through a pair of top and bottom gates breaks the symmetry of the two constituent layers and opens a gap  in its band structure (9, 10) . Previously we have demonstrated that this gap can be inverted using two opposite electric fields and along the zero gap line emerges metallic, helical, quantum valley Hall kink states (kink states for short) (11) . Topological in origin, the kink states are chiral in each valley with opposite chiralities, i.e. group velocities, in K and Kʹ (-K), as illustrated in Fig. 1A . They are expected to be immune from backscattering in the absence of valley-mixing scattering events, thus can carry current ballistically over a long distance without dissipation (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) .
Harnessing the power of ballistic edge transport, such as that realized in quantum Hall, quantum spin Hall (18, 19) and quantum anomalous Hall (20) systems, could be a promising pathway towards the realization of electronics with ultra-low power consumptions. The ability to manipulate the current path in situ will be a key asset to the development of such circuits. Quantum Hall edge states can be partially transmitted at a quantum point contact, however a magnetic field is inherent to the quantum Hall effect. The valley-dependent chirality of the kink states in bilayer graphene offers an elegant alternative that can potentially be magnetic field free. Figure 1A illustrates the creation of kink states in bilayer graphene through asymmetric gapping (11, 12) . The shown chiralities correspond to the (-+) gating configuration. A (+ -) configuration simultaneously flips the chirality of the kink states in both valleys. The existence of two flavors (helicities) is a unique attribute of the kink states, which led to the proposal of an all-electric valley valve (12, 14) , that is analogous to the Datta-Das spin valve (21) . In this work, we experimentally demonstrate the realization of the valley valve with a transmission on/off ratio of 8 at zero magnetic field and more than 100 at several Teslas. Furthermore, we show the four-terminal "valley router" device shown in Fig. 1B functions as a full-ranged tunable beam splitter and a reconfigurable waveguide for coherent electron flow. Our work represents the first proof-of-concept demonstration of a valleytronic device. The scalable design and the in situ current routing demonstrated here lay the foundation for the construction of a kink state-based quantum transport network.
Figures 1B -E show schematics, optical and scanning electron micrographs of the fourterminal valley router device, which consists of four pairs of split top and bottom gates and a global Si backgate (see Ref. (22) Fig. S1 for device fabrication). The aligned edges of the eight gates define the four kink channels shown in magenta in Fig. 1C . The dual-gated region (orange areas in Fig. 1C ) in each quadrant is gapped and placed at the charge neutrality point (CNP) (See Ref. (22) Fig. S2 for device characterization). We first measure the resistance of each kink channel Rkink separately. As an example, Fig. 1G plots the resistance of the east channel RE as a function of VSi, which controls the Fermi level EF in the channel, at fixed magnetic fields B = 0 to 8T. RE exhibits a broad peak at B = 0, which evolves into a wide plateau as B increases and saturates at about 7.3 k. This plateaued region corresponds to the gapped regime of the channel, where the kink states reside. Its resistance value of 7.3 k is a sum of the ballistic resistance of the kink states, i.e. h/4e 2 = 6.5 k and a fluctuating contact resistance Rc ~ 800  (See Ref. (22) Fig. S3 for the determination of Rc and more examples of quantized kink state transport). Additional plateaus outside the kink regime correspond to the sequential addition of 4-fold degenerate quantum Hall edge states in the channel, the diagram of which is illustrated in Fig. 1F . It should be emphasized here that the application of a perpendicular magnet field has little effect on the energy spectrum of the kink states (11, 23) and does not generate additional edge states inside the gap since the ν = 0 state of bilayer graphene is edgeless (24, 25) . It however turns the conduction and valence bands of the junction into Landau levels, as shown in Fig. 1F . The devices studied here are of higher quality than those reported in our previous work (11), which we attribute to cleaner interfaces achieved by the van der Waals dry transfer method (26) . This approach, however, leads to enhanced parallel hopping conduction through the dual-gated regions, caused by the geometry of the device (Fig. 1D) . Their resistance Rpara is non-negligible at small magnetic fields and this is why RE is less than h/4e 2 at B = 0 and 2 T in Fig. 1G . Using a two-channel model developed in
Ref. (11), we measure Rpara independently and extract RE using = ( 24 − )
. With increasing B, Rpara increases to hundreds of Mas magnetic field suppresses hopping conduction. (See Ref. (22) Fig. S4 ). Its effect becomes negligible at 4 T, which leads to the observed saturation of R24 = h/4e 2 + Rc in Fig. 1G .
Similar measurements and analyses were performed on channels perpendicular to one another in the same device and in a second device. Fig. 1H plots several extracted Rkink (B). At B = 0, Rkink is approximately 7000 for our 300 nm-long channels, which corresponds to a transmission coefficient kink = h/4e 2 / Rkink = 0.92 and an estimated mean free path of 3.5 m (11). This is on par with that of the quantum spin Hall edge states (18, 19) and affirms the topological protection provided by the valley-momentum locking of the kink states. The similar performances of channels perpendicular to one another indicate that this protection is insensitive to the orientation of the channels since a zigzag direction turns into an armchair direction after a 90 bend. We deliberately misalign our channels with either by observing the edges of the exfoliated flake. As discussed in our previous work (11), we suspect that backscattering of the kink states at B = 0 is caused by nonchiral states in energy proximity to the kink states and the formation of Landau levels moves them to higher energies, thus reduces its interaction with the kink states.
We now move to demonstrate the operation of the valley router as a reconfigurable waveguide for the kink states. Figures 2A -C show three configurations of the waveguide, which we label as "through", "right turn" and "left turn", respectively. In all three, the kink states only exist in two of the four channels and the chirality in each valley is preserved along the paths. Figure 2D plots the measured "through" resistance R13, together with the resistance of each individual kink channel RN and RS. It is immediately clear that the transmission through the intersection region is ballistic since all three curves overlap in the kink regime. As shown in Fig. 2E , similar ballistic transmission is also observed in the two 90 bends, consistent with the results of numerical simulations (14, 27) . This four-terminal device thus serves as an in situ reconfigurable electronic waveguide of the kink states.
Deviation from perfect transmission starts to occur as the magnetic field B is lowered to B < 6 T. Figure 2F plots the transmission coefficient of the intersection region i (B) determined using the two-channel model shown as the inset (see Ref. (22) Fig. S4 for details) . iincreases from 0.63 at B = 0 to unity at B ~ 6 T. i is smaller than kink of individual channels shown in Fig. 1H . This is not surprising since the confining bulk gaps in the intersection region is smaller and consequently non-chiral states may be present at lower energies to cause backscattering of the kink states (11) . The increase of our device doesn't allow this due to gate leakage should enable further increase ofi towards fully ballistic guiding of the kink states at B = 0.
A more powerful operation of the valley router enables it to function as a valley valve and a coherent electron beam splitter simultaneously. In this operation, the polarity of the electric field changes sign between adjacent quadrants. The resulting chiralities of the kink states in all four channels are shown in Fig. 3A . Kink states in opposing channels have opposite helicities, that is, states with the same chirality carry opposite valley indices K and Kʹ and vice versa. In stark contrast to the "through" configuration shown in Fig. 2A , here straight current transmission is forbidden in the absence of inter-valley scattering. This valley valve effect occurs regardless of the presence of a magnetic field, as we will show. The application of a magnetic field, however, offers an additional control. Calculations have shown that away from the CNP, the wave functions of the kink states from the two valleys shift in opposite directions in a magnetic field (11, 23, 28) . Figures  3B and C illustrate the situations of positive and negative EF, respectively. As the kink states shift away from the mid lines of the channels, the wave function of a state coming from a particular channel has unequal overlap with states of adjacent channels, thus leading to unequal current partition. The wave function separation is tunable as a function of EF and B and can become comparable or greater than the width of the wave function themselves at several Teslas (11, 28) . Consequently, a current partition from 0 to 1 is possible.
To test these predictions experimentally, we source a constant current from one terminal and measure the normalized percentage current Ii = (current to drain i/ total current) received at the other three terminals simultaneously. Figure 3D plots I2, I3, I4 at B = 8 T using S1 as the current source. Remarkably, I3 remains low in the entire range of VSi when all four channels are in the kink regime. Similar behavior is observed in measurements using other source terminals (Ref. (22) Fig.  S6 ) and in device 2 (Ref. (22) Fig. S7 ). The suppression of current flow between opposing terminals provides compelling evidence of the valley valve effect, which also confirms the valleymomentum locking of the kink states. As Fig. 3E shows, the valley valve effect is already very strong at B = 0 with a small I3 of 8% near the CNP. I3 further decreases to less than 1% at B = 11 T, as the magnetic field works to suppress residual inter-valley scattering in the intersection region. The transmission on/off ratio between the "through" configuration and the blocking configuration is approximately 8 at B = 0 and more than 100 in a magnetic field. Although far behind that of conventional Si transistors, the performance of the valley valve is similar to a recently reported all-electric spin valve (29) .
Instead of propagating forward, the kink state wave functions from S1 split at the intersection and propagate towards D2 and D4. Both I2 and I4 vary co-linearly with VSi, forming a prominent X-like feature in Fig. 3D A quantum transport network built with ballistic transport channels, waveguides, valves, and beam splitters demonstrated here, together with other graphene-based components such as lenses (31, 32) and filters (33) , could achieve rather complex functionalities. The high quality and high controllability of the kink states also enable exciting new avenues to explore topological superconductivity (34) . 
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Figure 2 and electrodes that will connect to the top gates. Lastly, we pattern and deposit the four Ti/Au top gates. Using an alignment procedure detailed in Ref. 3 , we can match the width and position of the top and bottom splits to a few nm in precision. An optical image of device 1 is shown in Fig. 1d of the text. 
Device Characterization
We employ the following steps to determine the gating efficiencies of the top and To determine the gating efficiencies, we measure the magneto-resistance of the northwest quadrant R 23 as a function of V NWt while fixing the magnetic field B = 2 T and V NWb = 1 V. The other three quadrants are set at their CNPs so that they are insulating.
We calculate the gating efficiency from the quantum oscillations and obtain 6.13 × 10 11 cm -2 V -1 for the top gates in device 1. This value is in good agreement with the measured top h-BN thickness of 27nm and the dielectric constant ε = 3 for our h-BN. The gate efficiency of the bottom gates is calculated to be 1.1 × 10 12 cm -2 V -1 . In our measurements, gating configurations are labeled by voltages applied to the bottom gates while voltages on the top gates are set accordingly to keep the dual-gated areas at their respective CNPs. In addition, we set the magnitudes of the bottom gate voltages to be the same in all four quadrants, e.g. ± 3V. Figure S3a shows a schematic of how the kink states are contacted. Each channel is connected to the Cr/ Au side contact through an access region, which is gated by two bottom gates and the Si backgate. The contact resistance R c combines the resistance of the metal/graphene interface and the resistance of the bilayer graphene access region. In measurements described in Fig. 2 of the text, we keep the same gate voltages on the bottom gates when measuring the north channel, the south channel and the "through" configuration and use the top gates to control doping. This strategy ensures the contact resistance included in R 13 is roughly the same for R N , R S and R through . This is indeed the case as the data in Fig. 2d shows. We attribute the low contact resistance to the large width of the metal/graphene interface and the heavy doping of the access region. We also see that the well-developed plateaus remain at the same value as B increases. This shows that R c is field independent.
Determining and controlling the contact resistance R c
Because a portion of the access region (the 70 nm-wide channel) is controlled by the In data shown in Fig. 1g of the text, the kink state resistance drops below h/4e 2 at B = 0 and 2T. This is due to finite parallel conduction. We use a two-channel model first established in Ref. 3 ( Fig. S18) can extract the resistance of the kink states at V Si = -11 V (red arrow in 4b) using
. Here R c = R 13 -h/4e 2 = (1440 ± 70) Ω is the contact resistance.
Similar analyses are done for two other channels and the results are plotted in Fig. 1h of the text.
We use a modified two-channel model shown in Fig. S5a to extract the transmission coefficient of the intersection τ i in the "through" configuration.
, where R 
Additional properties of the electron beam splitter
In this section, we provide more data and analysis of the beam splitting operation shown in Fig. 3 of the text. Expanding the data shown in Fig. 3d of the text, Fig. S6a plots the normalized percentage current I 2 at selected magnetic fields from 1 T to 8 T. We determine the transmission coefficient T i from measurements conducted using different terminals as the current source. Ideally a C 4 rotational symmetry is expected.
However our data show an approximate C 2 rotational symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. S6c . sourcing the current from terminal 1 (Fig. 3d of the text) . We suspect that the C 2 symmetry arises from the unequal gap size Δ on the four quadrants. Our measurements in Fig. S9 ), in agreement with this hypothesis.
The valley valve and beam splitting effect in device 2
The valley valve and beam splitting effects observed in device 1 is reproducible in device 2. Figure S7 plots an example at B = 6 T. I 3 is nearly zero in the entire range and I 2
and I 4 exhibit current partition behavior similar to that of device 1 shown in Fig. 3 of the text. We adopt an S-matrix model to relate the outgoing modes
The S-matrix model and comparison between experiment and theory
where !,!"/!"# denotes the in/out mode for the i-th terminal and
Figures S8a and 8b illustrate the possible scattering processes between all terminals, constrained by the experimentally observed C 2 symmetry. The conductance matrix is related to the S-matrix by
where the coefficient 4 e 2 /h accounts for the four modes of the kink states in each channel (two due to spin, two due to layer isospin). Using Eq. (1) and the Landauer-Büttiker formula shown in Eq. (2)
we obtain RX:
where ! = ! ! and ! ! = ! ! ! for ∈ 0,1,2 , and = ! + ! + ! = 1 − ! ! and
The current transmission coefficients T i 's are shown in the inset of Fig. 3d of the text. By setting ! = and ! = ! = ! = 0, we find that
Our measurements are in the ballistic regime with ≈ ! ≈ 1 . Therefore, the transmission coefficients can be directly obtained from the measured percentage current as described in Fig. 3 of the text. Equation (3) symmetry (See Section S5 for more discussions). It is also worthwhile pointing out that R 43 and the corresponding non-local resistance R 12,43 (and similar R 14 and R 23, 14 ) follow a simple relation in the entire kink regime, which reads
This relation is successfully reproduced in our calculated curves (without R c ) as well.
In the next section, we rewrite the Landauer-Büttiker formula in terms of quantized transmission coefficients. We can show that the two-terminal conductance !" is
, while its partner non-local conductance G 12,43 is given by
It is then straightforward to show that Eq. (4) is satisfied analytically. We can rewrite the two-terminal conductance
Quantized transport at high magnetic field
in the Landauer -Büttiker theory in terms of quantized coefficients: where M is the number of modes flowing from terminal 3 (1) to terminal 4 (2) and N is the number of modes flowing from terminal 2 (4) to terminal 3 (1). We obtain Figure S12a plots the measured coefficients and G 13 at B = 16
T. As Figure S12b illustrates, the agreement between experiment and Eq. (5) is excellent. Table S1 . The color scheme follows that of Table S1 . Experimentally observed plateaus in G 13 are shown in bold in Table S1 . In what follows, we use the microscopic guiding center picture to provide a physical and intuitive interpretation of the quantization in G 13 (R 13 ). We examine two scenarios, obvious. In this case, it is helpful to view it as the sum of three subsystems as shown in 
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